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We propose an adjoint SUð5Þ GUT model with a T7 family symmetry and an extra Z2 ⊗ Z3 ⊗ Z4 ⊗
Z0
4 ⊗ Z12 discrete group that successfully describes the prevailing Standard Model fermion mass and

mixing pattern. The observed hierarchy of the charged fermion masses and the quark mixing angles arises
from the Z3 ⊗ Z4 ⊗ Z12 symmetry breaking, which occurs near the GUT scale. The light active neutrino
masses are generated by type-I and type-III seesaw mechanisms mediated by the fermionic SUð5Þ singlet
and the adjoint 24-plet. The model predicts the effective Majorana neutrino mass parameter of neutrinoless
double beta decay to bemββ ¼ 4 and 50 meV for the normal and the inverted neutrino spectra, respectively.
We construct several benchmark scenarios, which lead to SUð5Þ gauge coupling unification and are
compatible with the known phenomenological constraints originating from the lightness of neutrinos,
proton decay, dark matter, etc. These scenarios contain TeV-scale colored fields, which could give rise to a
visible signal or be stringently constrained at the LHC.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The LHC discovery of a 126 GeV Higgs boson [1] has
completed the era of the experimental quest for the
missing elements of the Standard Model (SM). Now it is
a well-established and extremely successful theory of the
electroweak phenomena. However, the SM has several
unaddressed issues, such as the smallness of neutrino
masses, the observed pattern of fermion masses and
mixings, and the existence of three fermion families [2],
etc. The observed pattern of fermion masses spans a range
of 5 orders of magnitude in the quark sector and much
wider considering neutrinos. Neutrino oscillation experi-
ments demonstrated that at least two of the neutrinos are
massive, with masses much lower, by several orders of
magnitude, than the other SM fermions, and also that all of
the three neutrino flavors mix with each other. The small-
ness of quark mixing contrasts with the sizable mixing of
neutrinos; i.e., while in the quark sector all the mixing
angles are small, in the neutrino sector two of them are
large, and only one mixing angle is small. This suggests
that the neutrino sector is described by a different kind of
underlying physics than the quark sector. As is well known,
the tiny neutrino masses may point towards a high-energy
scale of New Physics, where lepton-number violation
(LNV) takes place.
The physical observables in the neutrino sector—i.e., the

neutrino mass-squared splittings and mixing parameters—
are constrained from the global fits of the available data

from neutrino oscillation experiments by Daya Bay [3],
T2K [4], MINOS [5], Double CHOOZ [6], and RENO [7],
as shown in Tables I and II (based on Ref. [8]) for the
normal (NH) and inverted (IH) hierarchies of the neutrino
mass spectrum. As seen from these tables, the neutrino
oscillation experimental data show a clear evidence of a
violation of the so-called tribimaximal symmetry described
by the tribimaximal mixing matrix (TBM), predicting the
neutrino mixing angles ðsin2θ12ÞTBM¼1

3
, ðsin2θ23ÞTBM ¼ 1

2
,

and ðsin2θ13ÞTBM ¼ 0.
Addressing the flavor puzzle requires extensions of the

SM, including larger scalar and/or fermion sectors, as well
as an extended gauge group with additional flavor sym-
metries, which allow one to explain the SM fermion mass
and mixing pattern. Along this line, several models have
been proposed in the literature (for a review, see, e.g.,
Refs. [9–13]). The fermion mass and mixing pattern can
also be described by postulating particular mass-matrix
textures (see, e.g., Ref. [14] for a comprehensive review
and some recent works considering textures). It is believed
that grand unified theories (GUTs) endowed with flavor
symmetries could provide an unified description for the
mass and mixing pattern of leptons and quarks. This is
motivated by the fact that leptons and quarks belong to the
same multiplets of the GUT group, allowing one to relate
their masses and mixings [15–17]. Furthermore, this setup
can generate small neutrino masses through a type-I seesaw
mechanism, where the new heavy Majorana neutrinos
acquire very large masses due to their interactions with
scalar singlets, assumed to get vacuum expectation values
(VEVs) at the very high energy scale. Various GUT models
with flavor symmetries have been proposed in the literature
[18–37]. For a general review, see for example [38,39].
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In this paper we propose a version of the adjoint SUð5Þ
GUT model where an extra Z2 ⊗ Z3 ⊗ Z4 ⊗ Z0

4 ⊗ Z12

discrete group (see Ref [40] for a comprehensive study of
the T7 flavor group) extends the symmetry of the model,
and several scalar fields are included to generate viable
and predictive textures for the fermion sector. The
particular role of each additional scalar field and the
corresponding particle assignments under the symmetry
group of the model are explained in detail in Sec. II. The
fermionic sector of our model, in addition to the SM
fermions, contains one heavy Majorana neutrino NR,
singlet under the SM group, and an adjoint 24 fermionic
irreducible representation (irrep) of SUð5Þ so that the
light neutrino masses are generated via type-I and
type-III seesaw mechanisms. An adjoint SUð5Þ GUT
model, but without discrete symmetries, and with more
minimal particle content, was previously considered in
Ref. [41]. Although our model is less minimal than that of
Ref. [41], it provides a successful description of the SM
fermion mass and mixing pattern, not addressed in
Ref. [41]. Also, our model is more predictive in the
leptonic sector.
The model has 14 free effective parameters, which

allow us to reproduce the experimental values of 18
observables with good accuracy: i.e., 9 charged fermion
masses, 2 neutrino mass-squared splittings, 3 lepton mixing
parameters, and 4 parameters of the Wolfenstein CKM
quark mixing matrix parametrization. It is noteworthy that
the alternative SUð5Þ GUT model of Ref. [25], with a
supersymmetric setup and flavor symmetries, also has 14
free effective parameters aimed at reproducing the above
mentioned 18 observables. Discrete symmetries different
from T7 have also been employed in adjoint SUð5Þ GUT
models. Some examples are the supersymmetric adjoint

SUð5Þ GUT model with A4 flavor symmetry of Ref. [29],
and the nonsupersymmetric SUð5Þ GUT model with Z4

symmetry of Ref. [30]. The aforementioned SUSYadjoint
SUð5Þ GUT model with A4 flavor symmetry employs two
sets of Z2 symmetries and two sets of Uð1Þ symmetries.
One of these Uð1Þ symmetries is global and represents an
R-parity symmetry, whereas the other Uð1Þ symmetry is
assumed to be gauged. The two Z2 symmetries shape the
Yukawa matrices for quarks and charged leptons. That
model includes Higgs multiplets in 1, 5, 5̄, 45, dimen-
sional representations of SUð5Þ. The 14 SUð5Þ scalar
singlets are grouped into three A4 triplets and two A4

trivial singlets. As in our model, neutrino masses arise
from a combination of type-I and type-III seesaw mech-
anisms. Whereas in the model of Ref. [29], the CKM
quark mixing matrix mainly arises from the down-type
quark sector; in our model, the quark mixing is completely
determined from the up-type quark sector. Furthermore, in
this model the leptonic mixing angles are determined by
two parameters, whereas in our model only one parameter
determines the leptonic mixing angles. Moreover, the
quark masses and mixings are studied in detail in our
model, whereas in the model of Ref. [29] a detailed study
of quark masses and mixings is not included. Besides that,
our model includes a detailed discussion of gauge cou-
pling unification and seesaw mass scale limits, not
performed in the model of Ref. [29]. With respect to
the nonsupersymmetric adjoint SUð5Þ GUT model with
Z4 discrete symmetry of Ref. [30], the discrete symmetry
is introduced in that model in order to generate the
nearest-neighbor-interaction textures for charged fer-
mions. The scalar sector of that model includes an adjoint
multiplet, a quintuplet and one 45-dimensional represen-
tation, and neutrino masses arise from type-I seesaw,

TABLE II. Range for experimental values of neutrino mass-squared splittings and leptonic mixing parameters, taken from Ref. [8], for
the case of inverted hierarchy.

Parameter Δm2
21ð10−5 eV2Þ Δm2

13ð10−3 eV2Þ ðsin2 θ12Þexp ðsin2 θ23Þexp ðsin2 θ13Þexp
Best fit 7.60 2.38 0.323 0.573 0.0240
1σ range 7.42–7.79 2.32–2.43 0.307–0.339 0.530–0.598 0.0221–0.0259
2σ range 7.26–7.99 2.26–2.48 0.292–0.357 0.432–0.621 0.0202–0.0278
3σ range 7.11–8.11 2.20–2.54 0.278–0.375 0.403–0.640 0.0183–0.0297

TABLE I. Range for experimental values of neutrino mass-squared splittings and leptonic mixing parameters, taken from Ref. [8], for
the case of normal hierarchy.

Parameter Δm2
21ð10−5 eV2Þ Δm2

31ð10−3 eV2Þ ðsin2 θ12Þexp ðsin2 θ23Þexp ðsin2 θ13Þexp
Best fit 7.60 2.48 0.323 0.567 0.0234
1σ range 7.42–7.79 2.41–2.53 0.307–0.339 0.439–0.599 0.0214–0.0254
2σ range 7.26–7.99 2.35–2.59 0.292–0.357 0.413–0.623 0.0195–0.0274
3σ range 7.11–8.11 2.30–2.65 0.278–0.375 0.392–0.643 0.0183–0.0297
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type-III seesaw, and one-loop radiative seesaw mecha-
nisms. Despite the fact that this model is more minimal
than our T7 flavor adjoint SUð5Þ GUT model, our model
has a much more predictive lepton sector. Let us note that
the lepton sector of the model of Ref. [30] has 12 effective
free parameters, whereas the lepton sector of our model
has a total of 6 effective free parameters. Unlike the
models of Refs. [29,30], our adjoint SUð5Þ GUT model,
which is nonsupersymmetric, employs a Z2 ⊗ Z3 ⊗ Z4 ⊗
Z0
4 ⊗ Z12 discrete symmetry.
After imposing gauge coupling unification equal to or

better than that in the MSSM (another difference with
respect to Refs. [41,42], which impose exact gauge
coupling unification), we find a wide set of simple field
configurations, which pass proton decay constraints and
give rise to the neutrino masses through a type-I and
type-III seesaw realization. Considering the limit on the
triplet scalar mass (denoted here as Ξ3), which comes from
the cold dark matter constraints pointed out in Ref. [43], we
found lower limits on the seesaw scale for two simple
scenarios with different sets of beyond-the-SM field
configurations.
The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II we outline

the proposed model. In Sec. III we present our results on
neutrino masses and mixing, followed by a numerical
analysis. Our results for the quark sector, with the corre-
sponding numerical analysis, are presented in Sec. IV.
Gauge coupling unification and seesaw scale mass limits
are discussed in Sec V. We conclude with discussions and a
summary in Sec. VI. Some necessary facts about the T7

group and details of our analysis are collected in
appendixes.

II. THE MODEL

The first grand unified theory (GUT) proposed in
Ref. [44] is based on the SUð5Þ gauge symmetry accom-
modating the SM fermions in 5̄þ 10 and the scalars in
5þ 24 irreps of SUð5Þ. As is well known, this model
suffers from several problems. In particular, it predicts
wrong down-type quark and charged lepton mass relations
and a short proton lifetime, and the unification of gauge
couplings disagrees with the values of αS, sin θW , and αem
measured at the MZ scale. Moreover, this minimal SUð5Þ
GUT model does not include a mechanism for generating
nonvanishing neutrino masses in contradiction with exper-
imental data on neutrino oscillations. The minimal SUð5Þ
GUT model can be improved by including, in particular, a
scalar 45 irrep of SUð5Þ [42,43,45–55]. This next-to-
minimal SUð5Þ GUT model fails, however, in describing
the observed pattern of fermion masses and mixings, due to
the lack of explanation for the hierarchy among the large
number of Yukawa couplings in the model. Below we
consider a multi-Higgs extension of the next-to-minimal
SUð5Þ GUT model, which successfully describes the
pattern of the SM fermion masses and mixing. The full

symmetry G of the model is broken in two subsequent steps
as follows:

G ¼ SUð5Þ ⊗ T7 ⊗ Z2 ⊗ Z3 ⊗ Z4 ⊗ Z0
4 ⊗ Z12

⇓ ΛGUT

SUð3ÞC ⊗ SUð2ÞL ⊗ Uð1ÞY
⇓ ΛEW

SUð3ÞC ⊗ Uð1Þem: ð1Þ

Let us note that among the discrete symmetries we
introduced the non-Abelian flavor symmetry group T7,
which is the smallest group with a complex triplet repre-
sentation, allowing us to naturally accommodate the three
families of fermions.
The fermion assignments under the group G ¼ SUð5Þ ⊗

T7 ⊗ Z2 ⊗ Z3 ⊗ Z4 ⊗ Z0
4 ⊗ Z12 are

Ψð1Þ
ij ∼ ð10; 10;1;ω; 1; 1; iÞ;

Ψð2Þ
ij ∼ ð10; 11;1;ω2; 1; 1; e

πi
3 Þ;

Ψð3Þ
ij ∼ ð10; 12;1; 1; 1; 1; 1Þ; i; j ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4; 5;

ψ i ¼ ðψ ið1Þ;ψ ið2Þ;ψ ið3ÞÞ ∼ ð5̄; 3̄; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1Þ;
NR ∼ ð1; 10;−1; 1; 1;−1;−1Þ;
ρ ∼ ð24; 10;−1; 1; 1;−i; 1Þ; ð2Þ

where ω ¼ e
2πi
3 .

More explicitly, the fermions are accommodated as

ΨðfÞ
ij ¼ 1ffiffiffi

2
p

0
BBBBBBBBB@

0 uðfÞc3 −uðfÞc2 −uðfÞ1 −dðfÞ1

−uðfÞc3 0 uðfÞc1 −uðfÞ2 −dðfÞ2

uðfÞc2 −uðfÞc1 0 −uðfÞ3 −dðfÞ3

uðfÞ1 uðfÞ2 uðfÞ3 0 −lðfÞc

dðfÞ1 dðfÞ2 dðfÞ3 lðfÞc 0

1
CCCCCCCCCA

L

;

f ¼ 1; 2; 3; i; j ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4; 5; ð3Þ

ψ iðfÞ ¼ ðdðfÞc1 ; dðfÞc2 ; dðfÞc3 ; lðfÞ;−νfÞL: ð4Þ

Here the subscripts correspond to the different quark colors,
while the superscript f refers to fermion families. One can
see that the three families of left- and right-handed
fermions, corresponding to the 5̄ irrep of SUð5Þ, are unified
into a T7 antitriplet 3̄, while the three families of left- and
right-handed fermions corresponding to the 10 irreps of
SUð5Þ are assigned to the three different T7 singlets 10,
11, 12.
The scalar sector is composed of the following

SUð5Þ representations: one 24, one 45, four 5’s and ten
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1’s. Two sets of SUð5Þ singlets are unified into two T7

triplets. The remaining scalar fields, i.e., one 45, one 24,
four 5’s and the remaining four 1’s, are accommodated by
three T7 singlets. Thus, the G assignments of the scalar
fields are

σ ∼ ð1; 10;1; 1; 1; 1; e−iπ
6 Þ;

τ ∼ ð1; 10;1;ω; i; 1; e−iπ
6 Þ;

ξ ¼ ðξ1; ξ2; ξ3Þ ∼ ð1; 3;−1; 1; 1; 1; 1Þ;
φ ∼ ð1; 10;1;ω;−1; 1; 1Þ;
η ∼ ð1; 1;1; 1; 1;−1; 1Þ;
χ ¼ ðχ1; χ2; χ3Þ ∼ ð1; 3;1; 1; 1; i; eiπ

3 Þ;
Hð1Þ

i ∼ ð5; 10;−1; 1; 1; 1; e−iπ
3 Þ;

Hð2Þ
i ∼ ð5; 10;1;ω; 1; 1; 1Þ;

Hð3Þ
i ∼ ð5; 11;1;ω2; 1; 1; 1Þ;

Hð4Þ
i ∼ ð5; 12;1; 1; 1; 1; 1Þ;
Ξi
j ∼ ð24; 10;1; 1; 1; 1; 1Þ;

Φi
jk ∼ ð45; 10;−1; 1; 1; 1; e−iπ

3 Þ: ð5Þ

The VEVs of the scalars HðhÞ
i (h ¼ 1, 2, 3, 4) and Ξi

j are

hHðhÞ
i i ¼ vðhÞH δi5; h ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4;

hΞi
ji ¼

2vΞffiffiffiffiffi
30

p diag

�
1; 1; 1;−

3

2
;−

3

2

�
;

i; j ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4; 5: ð6Þ

Note that the VEV pattern for the Ξ field given above is
consistent with the minimization conditions of the model
scalar potential and follows from the general group theory
analysis of spontaneous symmetry breakdown [56].
The following comments about the possible VEV

patterns for the T7 scalar triplets χ and ξ are in order.
Here we assume a hierarchy between the VEVs of the T7

scalar triplets χ and ξ, i.e., vχ ≪ vξ, which implies that the
mixing angle between the the T7 scalar triplets χ and ξ is
strongly suppressed, since it is of the order of vχ

vξ
, as follows

from the method of recursive expansion of Refs. [57–59].
Consequently, the mixing between the T7 scalar triplets χ
and ξ can be neglected. The parts of the scalar potential for
each of the two T7 scalar triplets at the renormalizable level
are given by

Vð1Þ
T7 ¼ −μ2χðχχ�Þ10 þ κχ;1ðχχ�Þ3ðχχ�Þ3̄ þ κχ;2ðχχÞ3ðχ�χ�Þ3̄ þ κχ;3ðχχÞ3̄ðχ�χ�Þ3

þ κχ;4ðχχ�Þ10ðχχ�Þ10 þ κχ;5ðχχ�Þ11ðχχ�Þ12 þ H:c:; ð7Þ

Vð2Þ
T7 ¼ −μ2ξðξξ�Þ10 þ κξ;1ðξξ�Þ3ðξξ�Þ3̄ þ κξ;2ðξξÞ3ðξ�ξ�Þ3̄ þ κξ;3ðξ�ξ�Þ3ðξξÞ3̄

þ κξ;4ðξξ�Þ10ðξξ�Þ10 þ κξ;5ðξξ�Þ11ðξξ�Þ12 þ H:c: ð8Þ

In the part of the scalar potential for each T7 scalar triplet there are six free parameters: one bilinear and five quartic

couplings. The minimization conditions of Vð1Þ
T7 and Vð2Þ

T7 lead to the following relations:

∂hVðmÞ
T7 i

∂vS1
¼ −2vS1μS þ 4κS;1vS1ðv2S2 þ v2S3Þ þ 4ðκS;2 þ κS;3Þ½3v2S1vS3 cos ðθS1 − θS3Þ þ v3S2 cos ðθS1 − θS2Þ�

þ 8κS;4vS1ðv2S1 þ v2S2 þ v2S3Þ þ 4κS;5vS1ð2v2S1 − v2S2 − v2S3Þ
¼ 0;

∂hVðmÞ
T7 i

∂vS2
¼ −2vS2μS þ 4κS;1vS2ðv2S1 þ v2S3Þ þ 4ðκS;2 þ κS;3Þ½3v2S2vS1 cos ðθS1 − θS2Þ þ v3S3 cos ðθS2 − θS3Þ�

þ 8κS;4vS2ðv2S1 þ v2S2 þ v2S3Þ þ 4κS;5vS2ð2v2S2 − v2S1 − v2S3Þ
¼ 0;

∂hVðmÞ
T7 i

∂vS3
¼ −2vS3μS þ 4κS;1vS3ðv2S1 þ v2S2Þ þ 4ðκS;2 þ κS;3Þ½3v2S3vS2 cos ðθS2 − θS3Þ þ v3S1 cos ðθS1 − θS3Þ�

þ 8κS;4vS3ðv2S1 þ v2S2 þ v2S3Þ þ 4κS;5vS3ð2v2S3 − v2S1 − v2S2Þ
¼ 0; ð9Þ
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where m ¼ 1, 2, S ¼ χ, ξ and hSi ¼
ðvS1eiθS1 ; vS2eiθS2 ; vS3eiθS3 Þ. Then, from an analysis of the
minimization equations given by Eq. (9) and setting
κχ;2 ¼ −κχ;3, we obtain for a large range of the parameter
space the following VEV direction:

vχ1 ¼ e−
iϕ
2

vχffiffiffi
2

p ; vχ3 ¼ e
iϕ
2

vχffiffiffi
2

p ; vχ2 ¼ 0;

vξ1 ¼ vξ2 ¼ vξ3 ¼
vξffiffiffi
3

p : ð10Þ

In the case of ξ, this is a vacuum configuration preserving a
Z3 subgroup of T7, which has been extensively studied by
many authors (see, for example, Ref. [40]). The VEV
pattern for χ is similar to the one we previously studied in
an SUð5Þ model and in a 6HDM with A4 flavor symmetry
[34,60]. It is worth mentioning that there could be relative
phases between the different components of hξi, consistent
with the scalar potential minimization equations, as follows
from the expressions given in Eq. (9). We have checked that
the nonvanishing phases consistent with the scalar potential
minimization equations satisfy θSi ¼ −θSj ≠ θSk, with
i ≠ j ≠ k (i; j; k ¼ 1; 2; 3). Moreover, we checked that
the physical observables in the lepton sector, studied in
Sec. III, do not depend on these phases. For generality we
included nonzero phases in the hχi sector, as indicated in
Eq. (10).
From the expressions given in Eq. (9), and using the

vacuum configuration for the T7 scalar triplets given in
Eq. (10), we find the relation between the parameters and
the magnitude of the VEV:

μ2χ ¼ ðκχ;1 þ 4κχ;4 þ κχ;5Þv2χ ;

μ2ξ ¼
4

3
½κξ;1 þ 2ðκξ;2 þ κξ;3Þ þ 3κξ;4�v2ξ : ð11Þ

These results show that the VEV directions for the T7

triplets χ and ξ in Eq. (10) are consistent with a global
minimum of the scalar potential of our model.
Assuming that the charged fermion mass pattern and

quark mixing hierarchy is caused by the Z3, Z4, and Z12

symmetries, and in order to relate the quark masses with the
quark mixing parameters, we set the VEVs of the SUð5Þ
scalar singlets as follows:

vχ ≪ vη ∼ vφ ¼ vτ ¼ vξ ¼ vσ ¼ ΛGUT ¼ λΛ; ð12Þ

where λ ¼ 0.225 is one of the parameters in the
Wolfenstein parametrization and Λ is the high-energy scale
cutoff of our model, to be clarified below. Assuming that
the parameters of the scalar interaction terms involving
these SUð5Þ scalar singlets are of the same order of
magnitude, it is straightforward to show that the VEVs
in Eq. (12) are consistent with the minimization conditions
of the model scalar potential.
The fields Φi

jk, being the 45 irrep of SUð5Þ, satisfy the
following relations:

Φi
jk¼−Φi

kj;
X5
i¼1

Φi
ij¼0; i;j;k¼1;2;…;5: ð13Þ

Consequently, the only allowed nonzero VEVs of Φi
jk are

hΦp
p5i ¼ −

1

3
hΦ4

45i ¼ vΦ;

hΦi
j5i ¼ vΦðδij − 4δi4δ

4
jÞ;

i; j ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4; 5; p ¼ 1; 2; 3; 5: ð14Þ
With the specified particle content, there are the following
interaction terms, invariant under the group G and relevant
for further analysis:

LY ¼ α1ðψ iξÞ10Hjð1ÞΨð1Þ
ij

σ5φ2 þ κστ4φ�2

Λ8
þ α2ðψ iξÞ12Hjð1ÞΨð2Þ

ij
τ4

Λ5
þ α3ðψ iξÞ11Hjð1ÞΨð3Þ

ij
σ2

Λ3

þ β1ðψ iξÞ10Φ
jk
i Ψ

ð1Þ
jk

σ5φ2 þ κστ4φ�2

Λ8
þ β2ðψ iξÞ12Φ

jk
i Ψ

ð2Þ
jk

τ4

Λ5
þ β3ðψ iξÞ11Φ

jk
i Ψ

ð3Þ
jk

σ2

Λ3

þ εijklp
�
γ11Ψ

ð1Þ
ij Hð2Þ

p Ψð1Þ
kl

σ6

Λ6
þ γ12Ψ

ð1Þ
ij H

ð4Þ
p Ψð2Þ

kl
σ5

Λ5
þ γ21Ψ

ð2Þ
ij H

ð4Þ
p Ψð1Þ

kl
σ5

Λ5

þ γ22Ψ
ð2Þ
ij Hð3Þ

p Ψð2Þ
kl

σ4

Λ4
þ γ13Ψ

ð1Þ
ij Hð3Þ

p Ψð3Þ
kl

σ3

Λ3
þ γ31Ψ

ð3Þ
ij Hð3Þ

p Ψð1Þ
kl

σ3

Λ3

þ γ23Ψ
ð2Þ
ij Hð2Þ

p Ψð3Þ
kl

σ2

Λ2
þ γ32Ψ

ð3Þ
ij Hð2Þ

p Ψð2Þ
kl

σ2

Λ2
þ γ33Ψ

ð3Þ
ij Hð4Þ

p Ψð3Þ
kl

�

þ λ1ν
Λ2

½ψ iðχ�χ�Þ3�10H
ð1Þ
i NR þ λ2ν

Λ2
½ðψ iχ�Þ3χ��10H

ð1Þ
i NR þ λ3ν

Λ
ðψ iχÞ10H

ð1Þ
j ρji

þ λ4ν
Λ

ðψ iχÞ10Φk
ijρ

j
k þmNN̄RNc

R þ y1N̄RNc
R
σ�σ þ x1τ�τ þ x2φ�φ

Λ
þ y2Trðρ2Þηþ y3Trðρ2ΞÞ

η

Λ
; ð15Þ
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where the dimensionless couplings in Eq. (15) are Oð1Þ
parameters, and are assumed to be real, excepting γ11, γ12,
γ21, γ31 and γ13, which are assumed to be complex. The
subscripts 10, 11, 12 denote projecting out the correspond-
ing T7 singlet in the product of the two triplets. Let us note

that Eq. (15) is SUð5Þ invariant, since the scalar fieldsHðhÞ
p ,

HðhÞp (h ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4), Φi
jk, Φ

jk
i transform as 5, 5̄, 45 and 45

under SUð5Þ, respectively, and the fermionic fields ψ i and

ΨðfÞ
ij (f ¼ 1; 2; 3) as 5̄ and 10, under the SUð5Þ group,

respectively. Besides that, it is worth mentioning that the
scalar field HðhÞp (h ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4) transforms with the

opposite ZN charges as compared to HðhÞ
p . Furthermore,

it is noteworthy that the term Trðρ2Þ is not present in
Eq. (15), since this term is not invariant under the Z0

4

symmetry. The lightest of the physical neutral scalar states
of Hð1Þ, Hð2Þ, Hð3Þ, Hð4Þ and Φ should be interpreted as the
SM-like 126 GeV Higgs observed at the LHC.
Let us summarize and comment on the above presented

model setup. In comparison with the next-to-minimal
SUð5Þ GUT model of Refs. [42,43,45–55], besides for the
introduction of additional discrete symmetries, we also
extended the fermionic sector by introducing one heavy
Majorana neutrino NR singlet under the SM group and a
24 fermionic irrep of SUð5Þ, namely ρij. We will show that
since the Z2 symmetry present in (1) is not preserved at
low energies, the active neutrinos get tree-level masses via
type-I and type-III seesaw mechanisms. In the next
section, we will also show that in order to successfully
accommodate the experimental data on neutrino mass-
squared splittings, one needs both the SM singlet right-
handed Majorana neutrino and the 24 fermionic irrep of
SUð5Þ. Having only one of them would lead to two
massless active neutrinos, in contradiction to the exper-
imental data on neutrino oscillations. Note that our
fermionic sector is less minimal than the one considered
in Ref. [41] with only a 24 fermionic irrep of SUð5Þ.
However, our model provides a successful description of
the SM charged fermion masses and mixing pattern, not
addressed in Ref. [41].
Despite the flavor-discrete groups in Eq. (1), the corre-

sponding field assignment as well as the VEV pattern look
rather sophisticated, although each introduced element
plays its own role in the arrangement of the desired particle
spectrum and flavor mixing. Let as briefly sketch our
justification of the model setup:
(1) The scalar sector includes the following SUð5Þ

representations: one 24, one 45, four 5’s and ten
1’s. The 45 and the four 5’s scalar irreps of SUð5Þ
acquire VEVs at the electroweak scale, thus induc-
ing the second step of symmetry breaking. The
remaining scalars acquire VEVs at the GUT scale
and trigger the first step of symmetry breaking. As
previously mentioned, having scalar fields in the 45

representation of SUð5Þ is crucial to get the correct
mass relations of down-type quarks and charged
leptons.

(2) The T7 discrete group is crucial to generating
textures for the lepton sector that successfully
account for the experimentally observed deviation
from the trimaximal mixing pattern that attracted a
lot of attention in the literature as a framework for
describing the lepton mixings; see for example
Ref. [40]. To reproduce the nontrivial quark mixing
consistent with experimental data, the up-type quark

sector requires three 5’s, i.e., Hð2Þ
i , Hð3Þ

i , and Hð4Þ
i

irreps of SUð5Þ assigned to different T7 singlets. In
the down-type quark sector, on the other hand, only

one 5 irrep Hð1Þ
i , one 45 irrep Φi

jk assigned to T7

trivial singlets and three 1’s, unified in the T7 triplet
ξ, are needed.

(3) The Z2 symmetry separates the scalars in the 5 and
45 irreps of SUð5Þ participating in the Yukawa
interactions for charged leptons and down-type
quarks from those ones participating in the Yukawa
interactions for up-type quarks. This implies that the
SUð5Þ scalar multiplets contributing to the masses of
the down-type quarks and charged leptons are
different from those that provide masses to the
up-type quarks. Furthermore, the Z2 symmetry
separates the T7 scalar triplet ξ participating in
the Yukawa interactions for charged leptons and
down-type quarks from the one (χ) participating in
the neutrino Yukawa interactions. In the scalar
sector, the Z2 symmetry distinguishes the T7 scalar

triplet ξ and the SUð5Þ multiplets Hð1Þ
i and Φi

jk

charged under this symmetry from the remaining
scalar fields, neutral under this symmetry. Because
of this, the 45 and one of the 5s’ scalars participate in
the Yukawa interactions for leptons and down-type
quarks, whereas the remaining SUð5Þ multiplets
participate in the Yukawa interactions for up-type
quarks. This results in a reduction of parameters in
the quark sector, since due to the Z2 symmetry the 45
scalar irrep of SUð5Þ does not appear in the up-type
quark Yukawa terms. Furthermore, all fermions are
Z2 even, excepting the right-handed Majorana neu-
trino and the 24 fermionic irrep of SUð5Þ, which are
Z2 odd.

(4) As with the T7 symmetry, the Z0
4 symmetry is also

necessary to get a predictive neutrino mass-matrix
texture that only depends on three effective param-
eters and that gives rise to the experimentally
observed deviation from the trimaximal mixing
pattern. This symmetry also separates the 24 fer-
mionic irrep ρ and the charged under this symmetry
from the remaining fermionic fields, neutral under
this symmetry.
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(5) The Z3 and Z4 symmetries are crucial to getting
the right pattern of charged lepton and down-type
quark masses. The Z3 symmetry distinguishes the
three 10’s irreps of SUð5Þ, having different Z3

charges. The Z4 symmetry separates the SUð5Þ
scalar singlets φ and τ, charged under this
symmetry, from the remaining scalar fields, neu-
tral under this symmetry. All the fermionic fields
are assumed to transform trivially under the Z4

symmetry. Without the Z3 and Z4 symmetries, the
down-quark and electron masses would be larger
by about 2 orders of magnitude than their
corresponding experimental values, unless one
sets the corresponding Yukawa couplings unnatu-
rally small. It is noteworthy that, unlike in the up-
type quark sector, a λ8 suppression (λ ¼ 0.225 is
one of the Wolfenstein parameters) in the 11 entry
of the mass matrices for down-type quarks and
charged leptons is required to naturally explain
the smallness of the down-quark and electron
masses. The Z3, Z4, and Z12 symmetries will be
crucial to achieve that λ8 suppression.

(6) The Z12 symmetry shapes the hierarchical structure
of the quark mass matrices necessary to get a
realistic pattern of quark masses and mixings.
Besides that, the charged lepton mass hierarchy
also arises from the Z12 symmetry. Let us recall
that due to the properties of the ZN groups, it
follows that Z12 is the lowest cyclic symmetry that
allows building the dimension-ten up-type quark
Yukawa term with a σ6=Λ6 insertion in a term of
dimension four, crucial to getting the required λ6

suppression in the 11 entry of the up-type quark
mass matrix.

III. LEPTON MASSES AND MIXING

The charged lepton mass matrix is derived from
Eq. (15) by using the product rules for the T7 group
given in Appendix A, and considering that the VEV
pattern of the SUð5Þ singlet T7 scalar triplet ξ satisfies
Eq. (10) with the VEVs of their components set to be
equal to λΛ (Λ being the cutoff of our model), as
indicated by Eq. (12). Then, the mass matrix for charged
leptons takes the form

Ml ¼
vffiffiffi
2

p V†
lL

0
BB@

aðlÞ1 λ8 0 0

0 aðlÞ2 λ5 0

0 0 aðlÞ3 λ3

1
CCA

¼ V†
lLdiagðme;mμ; mτÞ; ð16Þ

with

aðlÞ1 ¼ 1

v
ðα1vð1ÞH − 6β1vΦÞ;

aðlÞ2 ¼ 1

v
ðα2vð1ÞH − 6β2vΦÞ;

aðlÞ3 ¼ 1

v
ðα3vð1ÞH − 6β3vΦÞ; ð17Þ

VlL ¼ 1ffiffiffi
3

p

0
B@

1 1 1

1 ω ω2

1 ω2 ω

1
CA; ω ¼ e

2πi
3 : ð18Þ

Here λ ¼ 0.225 is the Wolfenstein parameter. As was
commented in the previous section, we assume that the
dimensionless couplings αi and βi (i ¼ 1; 2; 3) in Eq. (15)
are roughly of the same order of magnitude and the

VEVs vð1ÞH and vΦ are of the order of the electroweak
scale v≃ 246 GeV. Therefore, the hierarchy among the
charged lepton masses arises from the breaking of the Z3,
Z4 and Z12 symmetries. As seen, the lepton mass matrix
Eq. (16) is fully determined in our model by three

effective parameters αðlÞ1;2;3 shown in Eq. (17), which
we fit to reproduce the experimentally measured values
of lepton masses and mixings at the MZ scale. A similar
situation takes place in the sector of quarks, as will be
shown in the next section.
From the neutrino Yukawa terms of Eq. (15), and taking

into account that the VEVs of the SUð5Þ singlets φ, σ and τ
are set to be equal to λΛ (where Λ is our model cutoff), as
indicated by Eq. (12), we find that the fields contained in
the 24 fermionic irrep of SUð5Þ acquire very large masses,
which are given by

mρ0 ¼ y2vη −
y3vΞvηffiffiffiffiffi
30

p
Λ
;

mρ3 ¼ y2vη −
3y3vΞvηffiffiffiffiffi

30
p

Λ
;

mρ8 ¼ y2vη þ
2y3vΞvηffiffiffiffiffi

30
p

Λ
;

mρð3;2Þ ¼ mρð3̄;2Þ ¼ y2vη −
y3vΞvη
2

ffiffiffiffiffi
30

p
Λ
: ð19Þ

Here mρ0 , mρ3 and mρ8 are the masses of the fermionic
singlet ρ0, triplet ρ3 and octet ρ8 contained in the 24
fermionic irrep of SUð5Þ, respectively. We denote by mρð3;2Þ

and mρð3̄;2Þ the masses of the (3, 2) and ð3̄; 2Þ fermionic
fields corresponding to the SUð3Þ triplet and SUð3Þ
antitriplet, SUð2Þ doublet parts of ρ, respectively.
Consequently, the light active neutrino masses arise from
type-I and type-III seesaw mechanisms induced by the
SUð5Þ singlet heavy Majorana neutrino NR, the fermionic
singlet ρ0 and the fermionic triplet ρ3, respectively.
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From the neutrino Yukawa terms of Eq. (15) and the
VEV pattern of the SUð5Þ singlet T7 scalar triplet χ given
by Eq. (10), we find the neutrino mass matrix:

Mν ¼
�

O3×3 MD
ν

ðMD
ν ÞT MR

�
;

MD
ν ¼

0
B@

0 Y1e−
iϕ
2 Y2e−

iϕ
2 Y2e−

iϕ
2 Y2e−

iϕ
2

X 0 0 0 0

0 Y1e
iϕ
2 Y2e

iϕ
2 Y2e

iϕ
2 Y2e

iϕ
2

1
CA;

MR ¼

0
BBBBBB@

mN 0 0 0 0

0 mρ0 0 0 0

0 0 mρ3 0 0

0 0 0 mρ3 0

0 0 0 0 mρ3

1
CCCCCCA
; ð20Þ

where

X ¼ ðλ1ν þ λ2νÞvð1ÞH

v2χ
Λ2

;

Y1 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffi
15

p

2

�
1

5
λ3νv

ð1Þ
H þ λ4νvΦ

�
vχ
Λ
;

Y2 ¼ ðλ3νvð1ÞH − 3λ4νvΦÞ
vχ
Λ
: ð21Þ

Therefore, the light neutrino mass matrix takes the follow-
ing form:

ML ¼ MD
ν M−1

R ðMD
ν ÞT ¼

0
B@

Ae−iϕ 0 A

0 B 0

A 0 Aeiϕ

1
CA; ð22Þ

where

A ¼ Y2
1

mρ0

þ 3Y2
2

mρ3

; B ¼ X2

mN
: ð23Þ

The smallness of neutrino masses in our model is the
consequence of their inverse scaling with respect to the
large masses of the singlet ρ0 and the triplet ρ3 fermionic
fields and proportionality to the squared neutrino Yukawa
couplings.
The mass matrixML in Eq. (22) for light active neutrinos

is diagonalized by a unitary rotation matrix Vν. There are
two solutions of this diagonalization problem:

V†
νMLðV†

νÞT ¼

0
B@

m1 0 0

0 m2 0

0 0 m3

1
CA; with

Vν ¼

0
B@

cos θ 0 sin θe−iϕ

0 1 0

− sin θeiϕ 0 cos θ

1
CAPν;

θ ¼ � π

4
; ð24Þ

Pν ¼ diagðeiα1=2; eiα2=2; eiα3=2Þ: ð25Þ

The solutions corresponding to θ ¼ þπ=4 and θ ¼ −π=4
we identify with the normal (NH) and inverted (IH)
neutrino mass hierarchies, respectively, so that

NH∶ θ ¼ þ π

4
∶ mν1 ¼ 0; mν2 ¼ B;

mν3 ¼ 2A; α1 ¼ α2 ¼ 0; α3 ¼ ϕ; ð26Þ

IH∶ θ ¼ −
π

4
∶ mν1 ¼ 2A; mν2 ¼ B;

mν3 ¼ 0; α2 ¼ α3 ¼ 0; α1 ¼ −ϕ: ð27Þ

Let us note the presence of nonvanishing Majorana phases
ϕ and −ϕ for NH and IH cases, respectively. This simple
relation requires the effective dimensionful parameters A
and B, given by Eq. (23), to be real, which is consistent
with our previously mentioned assumption that the dimen-
sionless couplings in Eq. (15) areOð1Þ parameters assumed
to be real, excepting γ11, γ12, γ21, γ31 and γ13, assumed to be
complex.
Now we find the Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata

(PMNS) leptonic mixing matrix,

U ¼ V†
lLVν

¼

0
BBBBBBBB@

cosθffiffi
3

p − eiϕ sinθffiffi
3

p 1ffiffi
3

p cosθffiffi
3

p þ e−iϕ sinθffiffi
3

p

cosθffiffi
3

p − eiϕþ
2iπ
3 sinθffiffi
3

p e−
2iπ
3ffiffi
3

p e
2iπ
3 cosθffiffi

3
p þ e−iϕ sinθffiffi

3
p

cosθffiffi
3

p − eiϕ−
2iπ
3 sinθffiffi
3

p e
2iπ
3ffiffi
3

p e−
2iπ
3 cosθffiffi
3

p þ e−iϕ sinθffiffi
3

p

1
CCCCCCCCA
Pν; ð28Þ

with the pattern of the trimaximal (TM2) type [61]. It is
noteworthy that in our model the PMNS matrix depends on
a single parameter ϕ, and the neutrino masses (26) and (27)
depend on two parameters, A and B. Comparing the matrix
U in Eq. (28) with the standard parameterization of the
PMNS matrix in terms of the solar θ12, the atmospheric θ23
and the reactor θ13 angles, we find
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sin2θ12 ¼
jUe2j2

1 − jUe3j2
¼ 1

2 − z · cosϕ
;

sin2θ13 ¼ jUe3j2 ¼
1

3
ð1þ z · cosϕÞ;

sin2θ23 ¼
jUμ3j2

1 − jUe3j2
¼ 2 − z · ðcosϕþ ffiffiffi

3
p

sinϕÞ
4 − 2z · cosϕ

; ð29Þ

with z ¼ 1 and z ¼ −1 for NH and IH, respectively. Note
that in the limit ϕ ¼ 0 and ϕ ¼ π for IH and NH,
respectively, the mixing matrix in Eq. (28) reduces to
the tribimaximal mixing pattern, which yields a vanishing
reactor mixing angle θ13.
For the Jarlskog invariant and the CP-violating phase

[2], we find

J ¼ ImðUe1Uμ2U�
e2U

�
μ1Þ ¼ −

1

6
ffiffiffi
3

p cos 2θ ¼ 0;

sin δ ¼ 8J
cos θ13 sin 2θ12 sin 2θ23 sin 2θ13

¼ 0; ð30Þ

since θ ¼ � π
4
according to Eq. (24).

Thus, our model predicts a vanishing leptonic Dirac
CP-violating phase.
In what follows, we adjust the three free effective

parameters ϕ, A and B of the active neutrino sector of
our model to reproduce the experimental values of three
leptonic mixing parameters and two neutrino mass-squared
splittings, reported in Tables I and II, for the normal and
inverted neutrino mass hierarchies, respectively. We fit the
parameter ϕ to adjust the experimental values of the
leptonic mixing parameters sin2 θij, whereas A and B are
fixed so that the measured mass-squared differences are
reproduced for the normal (NH) and inverted (IH) neutrino
mass hierarchies. From Eqs. (27), (26), and the definition
Δm2

ij ¼ m2
i −m2

j , we find

NH∶ mν1 ¼ 0; mν2 ¼ B ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Δm2

21

q
≈ 9 meV;

mν3 ¼ 2jAj ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Δm2

31

q
≈ 50 meV; ð31Þ

IH∶ mν2 ¼ B ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Δm2

21 þ Δm2
13

q
≈ 50 meV;

mν1 ¼ 2jAj ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Δm2

13

q
≈ 49 meV;

mν3 ¼ 0; ð32Þ

for the best-fit values of Δm2
ij taken from Tables I and II.

To fit the leptonic mixing parameters sin2 θij to their
experimental values, given in Tables I and II, we vary the ϕ
parameter, finding the following best fit result:

NH∶ ϕ ¼ −0.88π; sin2θ12 ≈ 0.34;

sin2θ23 ≈ 0.61; sin2θ13 ≈ 0.0232; ð33Þ

IH∶ ϕ ¼ 0.12π; sin2θ12 ≈ 0.34;

sin2θ23 ≈ 0.61; sin2θ13 ≈ 0.0238: ð34Þ

Thus, sin2 θ13 is in excellent agreement with the exper-
imental data, for both normal and inverted neutrino mass
hierarchies, whereas sin2 θ12 and sin2 θ23 exhibit a 2σ
deviation from their best-fit values.
Now we are ready to make a prediction for the

neutrinoless double beta (0νββ) decay amplitude, which
is proportional to the effective Majorana neutrino mass
parameter,

mββ ¼
����
X
k

U2
ekmνk

����; ð35Þ

where U2
ek and mνk are the PMNS mixing matrix elements

and the Majorana neutrino masses, respectively. Using
Eqs. (24)–(28) and (31)–(34), we get for both normal and
inverted hierarchies

mββ ¼
1

3

�
Bþ 4Acos2

ϕ

2

�
¼

�
4 meV for NH;

50 meV for IH:
ð36Þ

These values are beyond the reach of the present and
forthcoming 0νββ decay experiments. The presently best
upper limit on the effective neutrino mass is
mββ ≤ 160 meV, which arises from the recently quoted

EXO-200 experiment [62] T0νββ
1=2 ð136XeÞ ≥ 1.6 × 1025 yr at

90% C.L. This limit will be improved within the not-too-
distant future. The GERDA “phase II” experiment [63,64]
is expected to reach T0νββ

1=2 ð76GeÞ ≥ 2 × 1026 yr, corre-
sponding to mββ ≤ 100 meV. A bolometric CUORE
experiment, using 130Te [65], is currently under construc-
tion. It has an estimated sensitivity around T0νββ

1=2 ð130TeÞ∼
1026 yr, which corresponds to mββ ≤ 50 meV. There are
also proposals for ton-scale next-to-next-generation 0νββ
experiments with 136Xe [66,67] and 76Ge [63,68] claiming
sensitivities over T0νββ

1=2 ∼ 1027 yr, corresponding to mββ ∼
12–30 MeV. For recent reviews, see for example Ref. [69].
Consequently, as can be seen from Eq. (36), our model
predicts T0νββ

1=2 at the level of sensitivities of the next-
generation or next-to-next-generation 0νββ experiments.

IV. QUARK MASSES AND MIXING

Using Eq. (15), together with the product rules for the T7

group given in Appendix A, and considering that the
components of the SUð5Þ singlet T7 scalar triplet ξ acquire
the same VEV as shown by Eq. (10), which is set to be
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equal to λΛ as the VEV of the Z12 charged scalar σ as
indicated by Eq. (12) (Λ being the cutoff of our model), we
find the quark mass matrices:

MU ¼

0
BB@

aðUÞ
11 λ6 aðUÞ

12 λ5 aðUÞ
13 λ3

aðUÞ
12 λ5 aðUÞ

22 λ4 aðUÞ
23 λ2

aðUÞ
13 λ3 aðUÞ

23 λ2 aðUÞ
33

1
CCA vffiffiffi

2
p ; ð37Þ

MD ¼ vffiffiffi
2

p

0
B@

aðDÞ
1 λ8 0 0

0 aðDÞ
2 λ5 0

0 0 aðDÞ
3 λ3

1
CAðV†

lLÞT

¼ diagðmd;ms;mbÞðV†
lLÞT; ð38Þ

where λ ¼ 0.225 and the Oð1Þ dimensionless couplings in
Eqs. (37) and (38) are given by

aðUÞ
12 ¼ 2

ffiffiffi
2

p
ðγ12 þ γ21Þ

vð4ÞH

v
;

aðUÞ
11 ¼ 4

ffiffiffi
2

p
γ11

vð2ÞH

v
;

aðUÞ
13 ¼ 2

ffiffiffi
2

p
ðγ13 þ γ31Þ

vð3ÞH

v
;

aðUÞ
23 ¼ 2

ffiffiffi
2

p
ðγ23 þ γ32Þ

vð2ÞH

v
;

aðUÞ
22 ¼ 4

ffiffiffi
2

p
γ22

vð3ÞH

v
;

aðUÞ
33 ¼ 4

ffiffiffi
2

p
γ33

vð4ÞH

v
;

aðDÞ
1 ¼ 1

v
ðα1vð1ÞH þ 2β1vΦÞ;

aðDÞ
2 ¼ 1

v
ðα2vð1ÞH þ 2β2vΦÞ;

aðDÞ
3 ¼ 1

v
ðα3vð1ÞH þ 2β3vΦÞ: ð39Þ

From Eq. (38) it follows that the CKM quark mixing
matrix does not receive contributions from the down-type
quark sector, meaning that quark mixing arises solely
from the up-type quark sector. Consequently, having
realistic up-type quark masses and quark mixing angles
requires that the mass matrix for up-type quarks be given
by

MU ¼ VCKMdiagðmu;mc;mtÞVT
CKM: ð40Þ

Using the standard parametrization for the CKM quark
mixing matrix, together with the relations mu ¼ aλ8mt

and mc ¼ bλ4mt, where a and b are Oð1Þ coefficients,
we get the mass matrix for up-type quarks described in
Eq. (37), with entries exhibiting different scalings in
terms of powers of the Wolfenstein parameter λ ¼ 0.225.
Thus, from the requirement of realistic up-quark masses
and quark mixing angles with Oð1Þ dimensionless
couplings in Eq. (37), we find a λ6 suppression in the
11 entry of the up-quark mass matrix instead of a λ8 one.
We have numerically checked that a λ6 supression in the
11 entry of the up-quark mass matrix, with Oð1Þ
dimensionless couplings, is consistent with realistic up-
quark masses and quark mixing angles.
Assuming that the quark mass and mixing pattern is

caused by the breaking of the Z3, Z4 and Z12

symmetries, to simplify our analysis, we adopt a bench-
mark where the dimensionless charged fermion Yukawa
couplings are approximately equal. Specifically, we
set

γ11 ¼
�
1 −

λ2

2

�
1=2

γ1eiϕ1 ;

γ12 ¼ γ21 ¼ −γ1eiϕ2 ;

γ22 ¼ γ1

�
1 −

λ2

2

�−1=2
;

γ13 ¼ γ31 ¼ γ2

�
1 −

λ2

2

�
3

eiϕ3 ;

γ23 ¼ γ32 ¼ −γ2;

αi ¼ βi; i ¼ 1; 2; 3; ð41Þ

with γ1, γ2, αi and βi (i ¼ 1; 2; 3) real Oð1Þ parameters.
Our benchmark of nearly equal charged fermion Yukawa
couplings given in Eq. (41), which we have numerically
checked is consistent with realistic up-quark masses and
quark mixing angles, is also adopted in order to reduce
the number of free effective parameters in the quark
sector of our model. There is no tuning in the param-
eters of our model. Let us note that the exactly equal
dimensionless quark Yukawa couplings do not allow
generating the up- and charm-quark masses. In
Appendix B we give another possible motivation for
the approximate universality of dimensionless couplings,
which can be studied beyond the present model, adding
new symmetries.
Besides that, for simplicity we assume that the complex

phase responsible for CP violation in the quark sector
arises solely from the up-type quark sector, as indicated by
Eq. (41). In addition, to simplify the analysis, we fix

aðUÞ
33 ¼ 1, as suggested by naturalness arguments.

Consequently, the up-type quark mass matrix reads
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MU ¼

0
BBBBB@

aðUÞ
1

�
1 − λ2

2

	
1=2

λ6eiϕ1 −aðUÞ
1 λ5eiϕ2 aðUÞ

2

�
1 − λ2

2

	
3
λ3eiϕ3

−aðUÞ
1 λ5eiϕ2 aðUÞ

1

�
1 − λ2

2

	
−1=2

λ4 −aðUÞ
2 λ2

aðUÞ
2

�
1 − λ2

2

	
3
λ3eiϕ3 −aðUÞ

2 λ2 1

1
CCCCCA

vffiffiffi
2

p ; ð42Þ

As seen from the above formulas, the quark sector of our
model contains ten parameters—i.e, λ, aðUÞ

33 , aðUÞ
1 , aðUÞ

2 ,

aðDÞ
1 , aðDÞ

2 , aðDÞ
3 , and the phases ϕl (l ¼ 1; 2; 3)—to describe

the quark mass and mixing pattern, which is characterized
by ten physical observables—i.e., the six quark masses, the
three mixing angles and the CP phase. Out of the ten model

parameters, two of them, λ and aðUÞ
33 , are fixed, whereas the

remaining eight are fitted to reproduce the six quark masses
and four quark mixing parameters. In Table III we show
the experimental values of the physical observables in the
quark sector, together with our results obtained for the
following best-fit values of the model parameters:

aðUÞ
1 ≃ 1.96; aðUÞ

2 ≃ 0.74; ϕ1 ≃ 10.94°;

ϕ2 ≃ 6.02°; ϕ3 ≃ 21.65°;

aðDÞ
1 ≃ 2.54; aðDÞ

2 ≃ 0.58; aðDÞ
3 ≃ 1.42: ð43Þ

We use the experimental values for the quark masses at the
MZ scale, reported in Ref. [70] (which are similar to those
in Ref. [71]), whereas the experimental values of the CKM
matrix elements, the Jarlskog invariant J and the CP-
violating phase δ are taken from Ref. [2]. Let us note that
the agreement of our model with the experimental data is as
good as in the models of Refs. [72–79], and better than in
Refs. [31,80–87]. The following comparison of our model
with these models could be in order. Despite the similar
quality of the data description, our model is more predictive
than the model of Ref. [72], since the latter, focused only on
the quark sector, has a total of 12 free parameters, whereas
the quark sector of our model is described by 8 free
effective parameters that are adjusted to reproduce the 10
physical observables of the quark sector. The models of
Ref. [75], Ref. [73,80], Ref. [82], Refs. [79,81,87],
Refs. [74,76–78,85], Refs. [84,86], and Ref. [83] possess
in the quark sector 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, and 13 free parameters.
The total number of the effective free parameters of our T7

flavor adjoint SUð5Þ GUT model is 16, from which 2 are
fixed and 14 are fitted to reproduce the experimental values
of 18 observables in the quark and lepton sectors. On the
other hand, the SUð5Þ model with T 0 ⊗ Z12 ⊗ Z0

12 sym-
metry of Ref. [31] has nine parameters in the Yukawa sector
for the charged fermions and the neutrinos. However, it
does not account for CP violation in the quark sector,
whereas our model does. Furthermore, the values of the
physical observables we derived in our model for both
quark and lepton sectors exhibit a significantly better
agreement with their corresponding experimental values
than those derived in Ref. [31] within the SUð5Þ model
with T 0 ⊗ Z12 ⊗ Z0

12 symmetry.

V. GAUGE COUPLING SUð5Þ UNIFICATION

In the previous sections, we analyzed the possibility of
describing the quark and lepton masses and flavor mixing
within the framework of our model. This analysis was
based on the symmetries of the model and particular field
assignments to the symmetry group representations, which
allowed us to single out several effective parameters
completely determining the lepton and quark mass matri-
ces. It is a notable property of the model that the SM
fermion mass matrices depend on the “fundamental”
parameters of the model Lagrangian only through this
set of a few effective parameters. Now we turn to more
subtle aspects of the model depending on the details of the

TABLE III. Model and experimental values of the quark masses
and CKM parameters.

Observable Model value Experimental value

mu (MeV) 0.86 1.45þ0.56
−0.45

mc (MeV) 673 635� 86

mt (GeV) 174.2 172.1� 0.6� 0.9

md (MeV) 2.9 2.9þ0.5
−0.4

ms (MeV) 57.7 57.7þ16.8
−15.7

mb (GeV) 2.82 2.82þ0.09
−0.04

jVudj 0.974 0.97427� 0.00015

jVusj 0.2257 0.22534� 0.00065

jVubj 0.00305 0.00351þ0.00015
−0.00014

jVcdj 0.2256 0.22520� 0.00065

jVcsj 0.97347 0.97344� 0.00016

jVcbj 0.0384 0.0412þ0.0011
−0.0005

jVtdj 0.00785 0.00867þ0.00029
−0.00031

jVtsj 0.0377 0.0404þ0.0011
−0.0005

jVtbj 0.999145 0.999146þ0.000021
−0.000046

J 2.32 × 10−5 ð2.96þ0.20
−0.16 Þ × 10−5

δ 64° 68°
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non-SM components of the SUð5Þ multiplets, as well as on
the “fundamental” parameters, which may have crucial
impact on its ultraviolet behavior.
As is well known, there are many extensions of the SM

which lead to gauge coupling unification (GCU) and also
successfully fulfill all the constraints coming from fermion
masses, proton decay, and perturbativity. In particular,
models based on supersymmetric and also nonsupersym-
metric (non-SUSY) SUð5Þ unification have been widely
studied in the literature [42,88]. For non-SUSY SUð5Þ
scenarios, the unification of gauge couplings can be as
good as or better than in the MSSM, despite the fact that
the number of extra fields beyond the SM is smaller.
More restrictive conditions such as the possibility of
implementation of an appropriate neutrino mass generation
mechanism, and compatibility with the existing phenom-
enological, cosmological and astrophysical constraints,
require some specific properties for this extra field content.
As was already pointed out in Sec. II, the SUð5Þ scalar
representations with the minimal number of Higgs bosons
needed to generate the fermions masses and mixings are
one 24s, one 45s, four 5s’s, and twelve 1s’s. If an extra
fermionic 24f representation is also included, a simple
configuration of the extra fields allowing the type-I and
type-III seesaw mechanisms of neutrino mass generation
can be constructed with masses below the GUT scale. As
will be shown later, the condition of the GCU and
compatibility with the lower experimental limit on the
proton decay half-life predicts the masses for the extra
scalar fields within the LHC reach. This opens up the
possibility for experimental tests of the considered models.
On the other hand, the dark matter constraints on the scalar
sector will lead us to the conclusion that the masses for the
type-I and type-III fermionic seesaw mediators, mNR, mρ0
and mρ3 , should be at high energies far beyond the TeV
ballpark.
It is noteworthy to mention that our configurations rely

on fine-tuning which separates light from heavy degrees of
freedom. However, this issue is an unavoidable problem of
grand unified theories. Evidence of this is the standard
SUð5Þ, which suffers from what is known as the doublet-
triplet splitting problem—i.e., the fact that the SM Higgs
doublet has a mass of mh ∼ 125 GeV while the colored
triplet in the 5 irrep must have a mass of the order of the
GUT scale in order to prevent proton decay. Although
several solutions to this problem have been suggested in the
literature (for a short review, see Ref. [89]), we do not
consider here any particular one. Instead, we view this as a
fine-tuning problem and, in fact, to make the exotic
particles in our model light will require, in general, addi-
tional fine-tunings. We assured ourselves that the large
number of free and uncorrelated parameters in the scalar
potential will allow us to reproduce the required mass
differences. There are non-SUSY SUð5Þmodels which also
heavily rely on fine-tuning among states, and which do not

consider formal solutions to this problem, as seen in
Refs. [30,42]. We are aware of this fine-tuning problem,
whose formal solution goes beyond the scope of this work
and is deferred for a future publication.

A. Setup

The scalar sector of our model is composed, as described
in the previous sections, by the 5s, 24s, and 45s irreps of
SUð5Þ with the following SUð3ÞC × SUð2ÞL ×Uð1ÞY
decompositions:

5s ¼ ð1; 2Þ1=2 ⊕ ð3; 1Þ−1=3;
¼ H1 ⊕ H2;

24s ¼ ð1; 1Þ0 ⊕ ð1; 3Þ0 ⊕ ð8; 1Þ0 ⊕ ð3; 2Þ−5=6 ⊕ ð3̄; 2Þ5=6;
¼ Ξ1 ⊕ Ξ3 ⊕ Ξ8 ⊕ Ξð3;2Þ ⊕ Ξð3̄;2Þ;

45s ¼ ð1; 2Þ1=2 ⊕ ð3; 1Þ−1=3 ⊕ ð3; 3Þ−1=3 ⊕ ð3̄; 1Þ4=3
⊕ ð3̄; 2Þ−7=6 ⊕ ð6; 1Þ−1=3 ⊕ ð8; 2Þ1=2;

¼ Φ1 ⊕ Φ2 ⊕ Φ3 ⊕ Φ4 ⊕ Φ5 ⊕ Φ6 ⊕ Φ7: ð44Þ

The SM Higgs doublet is embedded in the 5s. The adjoint
24s representation triggers the breaking of SUð5Þ to the SM
at the GUT scale. As we previously commented, this
particle content should be further extended in order to
account for the nonzero neutrino masses. We introduced a
fermionic 24f irrep of the SUð5Þ. It has the SM decom-
position

24f ¼ ð1; 1Þ0 ⊕ ð1; 3Þ0 ⊕ ð8; 1Þ0 ⊕ ð3; 2Þ−5=6 ⊕ ð3̄; 2Þ5=6
¼ ρ0 ⊕ ρ3 ⊕ ρ8 ⊕ ρð3;2Þ ⊕ ρð3̄;2Þ: ð45Þ

In this case the SUð5Þ singlet NR Majorana neutrino with
the heavy SM singlet ρ0 mediate type-I seesaw mechanism
while the SUð2ÞL triplet ρ3 gives rise to the type-III seesaw
mechanism. Combining these three extra fermions, NR, ρ0,
and ρ3, with some of the scalar fields from the 5s, 24s, and
45s irreps, we construct the simplest benchmark configu-
rations that unify the gauge couplings within the SUð5Þ and
satisfy some general requirements in order to guarantee
their phenomenological viability. These requirements are

(i) Perturbative SUð5Þ unification: This means that
gauge couplings unify as well as or even better than
in the MSSM, and the value of αG is in the
perturbative regime. Note that we are not necessarily
imposing the exact unification of the gauge cou-
plings at the GUT scale (mG). Rather, we allow for a
difference of the gauge couplings at mG falling into
the area of the MSSM “nonunification triangle”
[90,91].

(ii) Proton decay: There are some specific fields con-
tributing to proton decay. The dimension-six proton
decay operators are mediated by the superheavy
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gauge bosons, usually named leptoquarks, in the 24
irrep: ρð3;2Þ ⊕ ρð3̄;2Þ ¼ ð3; 2;−5=6Þ ⊕ ð3̄; 2; 5=6Þ,
which must be heavier than 3 × 1015 GeV to satisfy
the experimental lower bound on the proton decay
lifetime. Here, we assume that these fields live at
the GUT scale. In addition, we deal with field
configurations which, in almost all the parameter
space, fulfill the current constraint from τp→π0eþ ≳
1034 years [92,93]. This, through the relation for the
proton decay half-life, Γ ¼ α2Gm

5
p=m4

G, leads to a
GUT scale of mG ≳ 3 × 1015 GeV.

(iii) Fermion masses: In particular, neutrino mass gen-
eration through the type-I and type-III seesaw
mechanisms [41,94]. The configurations should then
contain at least one copy of the fermionic fields NR,
ρ0, and ρ3, as described before.

(iv) Nontrivial phenomenology: Among the models
passed through the above three conditions, we select
those models which may provide a distinguishing
signal at the LHC.

In what follows, we analyze some of the “minimal”
benchmark models, which lead to correct unification and
also fulfill the above listed requirements, with as simple a
field content as possible. As the preferable models, we
consider those which are phenomenologically rich enough,
in the sense that some of the fields (being colored) could
give rise to certain resonances at the LHC. The analyzed
models will lead to an available parameter space for the
different masses of the scalars and the type-I, type-III
seesaw fermionic mediators.

B. The models

For simplicity, and following the notations of Ref. [43],
we rewrite the masses of the fermionic 24f given in Eq. (19)
as follows:

mρ3 ¼ m − 3eiαΛ0;

mρ8 ¼ mþ 2eiαΛ0;

mρð3;2Þ ¼ mρð3̄;2Þ ¼ m − 1=2eiαΛ0;

mρ0 ¼ m − eiαΛ0; ð46Þ

where α is the relative phase between y2 and y3. For the
particular case where α ¼ 0, the parameters Λ0 and m are
then defined as m ¼ y2vη and Λ0 ¼ ŷ3vΞ

vη
Λ (where

ŷ3 ¼ y3=
ffiffiffiffiffi
30

p
).

In order to deal with the simplest models, we look for
configurations where the only contribution from the fer-
mionic 24f to the RGE flow comes from the fermionic
type-I and type-III seesaw mediators. We assume the other
24f components, ρ8, ρð3;1Þ, and ρð3̄;2Þ, have no RGE effect,
being as heavy as the GUT scale. It is worth reiterating that
in the analyzed benchmark models the GCU is achieved

having a few particles with masses below the GUT scale:
the fermions NR, ρ0, ρ3 plus some of the extra scalar fields
from the 5s, 24s, and 45s multiplets. This kind of spectra
can be easily obtained by fine-tuning Eq. (46), imposing
that the mass of the remaining fermionic fields in the 24f
lives at the GUT scale or above.
Searching for the models, we keep our analysis at the

one-loop level. It could be easily extended to two loops.
However, this sophistication makes no impact on our final
results and conclusions.
The master equation for the running of the inverse gauge

couplings at the one-loop level is

α−1i ðμÞ ¼ α−1i ðμ0Þ −
beffi ðμÞ
2π

ln

�
μ

μ0

�
; with i ¼ 1; 2; 3:

ð47Þ

The effective one-loop RGE coefficients, taking into
account the thresholds from particles with masses mf,
are given by

beffi ðμÞ ¼
X
f

θðμ −mfÞbfi : ð48Þ

The contribution of each particle bfi is calculated accord-
ing to

bi ¼ −
11

3
TiðRGÞ þ

2

3
TiðRFÞ þ

1

3
TiðRBÞ: ð49Þ

where TðRIÞ are the Dynkin indexes of the representations
RI to which belong I ¼ G, F, and B—the gauge bosons,
fermions, and scalars, respectively. They are defined as
TðRÞδmn ¼ TrðTmðRÞTnðRÞÞ, with TmðRÞ being genera-
tors in the representation R. For the lowest-dimension
representations of SUðNÞ they are TðfundamentalÞ ¼ 1=2,
TðAdjÞ ¼ N. For the SM we have ðbSM3 ; bSM2 ; bSM1 Þ ¼
ð−7;−19=6; 41=10Þ, which correspond to the contribu-
tions of the SM fermions and one copy of the SUð2ÞL
Higgs doublet. The additional non-SM fields introduce
extra contributions Δb0i to these coefficients bi ¼
bSMi þ Δb0i. In Table IV (Appendix C), the Δb0i contribu-
tions of the fields in the 5S, 10S, 24S, 24f, and 45S SUð5Þ
representations are shown. In order to correctly unify the
gauge couplings and fulfill all the requirements (i)–(iv) in
Sec. VA, which we impose on the models, these Δb0i
coefficients should obey certain conditions. Some of the
simplest configurations of the non-SM fields with the
masses below the GUT scale, which obey these condi-
tions, are listed in Table V (Appendix C). All the listed
field configurations have a highly split mass spectrum
with type-I, type-III seesaw mediators at mS ∼ 1014 GeV
and remaining scalars at mNP ¼ 2 TeV. Let us note that
since among the scalars there are the color octets, we use
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2 TeV as a limit recently established on the mass of color
octets by the CMS and ATLAS collaborations [95] from
the dijet pair signature searches. We have purposely
chosen the latter scale to be low enough so that the
colored scalars are within the LHC’s mass reach, while the
large value for the seesaw scale mS is in agreement with
the small neutrino masses. Let us consider two simplest
models (1) and (2) from Table V: Model (1): This is the
simplest of all the benchmark models passing our con-
ditions (i)–(iv) in Sec. VA, including the unification of the
gauge couplings and smallness of neutrino masses.
However, if we fix the masses of the scalar fields Ξ3;8

at mNP ¼ 2 TeV and the fermionic seesaw mediators ρ0;3,
NR at mS ¼ 1014 GeV, as is done for all the models in
Table V, we get the GUT scale mG ¼ 2.7 × 1015 GeV,
which is in slight tension with the limit imposed by
the proton stability mG ≳ 3 × 1015 GeV. This flaw can
easily be cured by allowing the masses of the fields to
vary independently in the range 2 TeV ≤ mΞ3;
mΞ8 ≤ mS < mG. Now, as shown in Fig. 1, a significant
part of the model parameter space corresponds to the GUT
scale in the range allowed by the proton decay constraint.
From the left panel of this figure, we can see that in this
part of the parameter space the masses mS of the seesaw
mediators ρ0;3, NR could be in the ballpark of
½108.5; 1015.5� GeV. The right panel of Fig. 1 shows that

in the part of the parameter space consistent with the
proton decay constraints, the mass of the scalar octet Ξ8 is
relatively low, 2 TeV < mΞ8

≲ 106 GeV. Thus, there is a
chance for Ξ8 to be within the mass reach of the current
run of the LHC. However, its production cross section
suffers from several suppression factors. The process of
single-Ξ8 production is only possible in the gluon fusion
gg → Ξ8 via a loop with two or three internal Ξ8, which is
suppressed by the large mΞ8

. On the other hand, as seen
from Eq. (15), it cannot be produced in qq̄ → Ξ8. The
tree-level pair production process gg → Ξ8Ξ8, being not
suppressed in the amplitude, has a high threshold of 2mΞ8

.
If produced, Ξ8 decays in a unique channel Ξ8 → gg.
However, the corresponding signal at the LHC could be
challenging from the viewpoint of the identification of its
origin. Below we consider another benchmark model with
a more distinctive signature of the color octet from 45.
A viable dark matter (DM) candidate in non-

SUSY models is an issue requiring special
efforts. References [43,96] recently proposed the neutral
component Ξ0 of the Ξ3 ∼ ð1; 3Þ0 ⊂ 24s as a scalar cold
dark matter (CDM) candidate. The necessary condition for
its stability is the vanishing of the trilinear coupling of
H†Ξ3H with the SM Higgs doublet, H. Also, its VEV
must be zero, hΞ0i ¼ 0. These conditions, as shown in
Ref. [43], can be implemented by an ad hoc fine-tuning of
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FIG. 1 (color online). The parameter space passing the conditions (i)–(iv) in Sec. VA. The region compatible with the proton decay
constraints mG ≥ 3 × 1015 GeV is explicitly shown in light blue. The upper two panels correspond to Model (1) and the lower one to
Model (2) considered in the text. In the latter case, the mass of the extra scalar electroweak doublet Φ1 is fixed at 2 TeV.
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the scalar potential parameters. Unfortunately, no proper
custodial symmetry, protecting this fine-tuning, can be
incorporated in the adjoint SUð5Þ framework [43]. Despite
this complication, we study constraints on our model from
the assumption that the Ξ0 is a CDM candidate. It has
been shown in Ref. [96] that the thermal relic abundance
could be compatible with the observed DM abundance
ΩDMh2 ¼ 0.110� 0.005, if mΞ3

∼ 2.5 TeV. We use this
fixed value as a condition allowing the presence of a
viable CDM particle candidate Ξ0 in the model. In Fig. 2
we show limitations on the model parameter space, taking
into account this condition. As seen, the lowest bound on
the seesaw mediator mass is mS ≳ 1013 GeV. This large
value of the seesaw mass scale perfectly accounts for the
smallness of the neutrino masses. Model (2): This is the
next simplest benchmark model from Table V. It contains
a scalar color octet Φ7 ∼ ð8; 2Þ1=2 ⊂ 45. Its production and
possible signals at the LHC have been studied in Ref. [97]
(for the earlier studies of the color octet scalars at the LHC
see, for instance, Ref. [98]). The neutral and charged
components S0R;I, S

� of this multiplet, unlike the Ξ8 in
Model (1), can be singly produced at tree level in quark-
antiquark annihilation qq̄ → S0R;I , q0q̄ → S� and in the
gluon fusion at one-loop level via b-quark loop, which is
much less suppressed than the loop-induced production of
a single Ξ8. The tree-level pair production, dominated by
the gluon fusion gg → S0S0, S�S∓, is approximately an
order of magnitude smaller than the single-S production at
mS ∼ 2 TeV, according to Ref. [97]. However, the single-
S production cannot overcome the SM background with
all the versatile kinematical cuts applied in Ref. [97], and
therefore has no observational prospects. On the other
hand, it has been shown that the S-pair production, even
having a smaller production cross section, may get larger
than the background in the 4b-tagged final-state jets with a
cut PT ≥ 800 GeV.

Repeating the analysis made for the previous model, we
find masses mΦ7

compatible with the proton decay con-
straints mG ≥ 3 × 1015 GeV. As shown in Fig. 1, we
have 2 TeV < mΦ7 ≲ 1011 GeV.
Let us note also that, even if we fix the mass of all the

scalars at 2 TeV and the seesaw mediators at 1014 GeV, as
is done for the models in Table V, the GUT scale is still
high enough to be safe, facing new possible improvement
of the proton decay constraints in the future experiments.
Now, as with Model (1), we consider the constraints
imposed on the present model by the interpretation of
the Ξ3 as a CDM candidate. As we discussed above, this
requires that mΞ3

∼ 2.5 TeV. Scanning the parameter
space, as with Model (1), we find the plot shown in the
right panel of Fig. 2, from which we derive the lower bound
mS ≳ 1012 GeV.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

We proposed a version of the adjoint SUð5Þ grand
unification model with an extra T7 ⊗ Z2 ⊗ Z3 ⊗ Z4 ⊗
Z0
4 ⊗ Z12 flavor symmetry, which successfully describes

the SM fermion mass and mixing pattern. The model has in
total 16 effective free parameters, from which 2 are fixed
and 14 are fitted to reproduce the experimental values of 18
observables in the quark and lepton sectors—i.e., 9 charged
fermion masses, 2 neutrino mass-squared splittings, 3
lepton mixing parameters, 3 quark mixing angles, and 1
CP-violating phase of the CKM quark mixing matrix. The
observed hierarchy of charged fermion masses and quark
mixing angles is a consequence of the Z3 ⊗ Z4 ⊗ Z12

symmetry breaking, triggered by the SUð5Þ scalar singlets
σ, τ, and φ, charged under this symmetry, and which
acquire VEVs at a very high-energy scale, close to the GUT
scale. The non-SM fermion spectrum of our model is
composed of a single heavy SUð5Þ singlet right-handed
Majorana neutrino NR and two more fermionic fields: an
electroweak singlet ρ0 and triplet ρ3, both from the adjoint
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FIG. 2 (color online). Dark matter constraints: allowed parameter space inmS andmΞ3. The left and right panels correspond toModels
(1) and (2), respectively.
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24 irrep of SUð5Þ. Thus the light neutrino masses arise in
our model from type-I and type-III seesaw mechanisms
mediated by these fields. The smallness of neutrino masses
is a consequence of their inverse scaling with respect to the
masses of these three seesaw mediators as well as the
quadratic proportionality to the presumably small neutrino
Yukawa couplings. The model predictions for the physical
parameters in the quark and lepton sectors are in good
agreement with the experimental data. The experimentally
observed deviation from the trimaximal pattern is imple-
mented by introducing two T7 triplet scalars χ and ξ,
singlets under SUð5Þ. The model predicts an effective
Majorana neutrino mass, relevant for neutrinoless double
beta decay, with values mββ ¼ 4 and 50 meV, for the
normal and the inverted neutrino spectrum, respectively. In
the latter case, our prediction is within the declared reach of
the next-generation bolometric CUORE experiment [65]
or, more realistically, of the next-to-next-generation tone-
scale 0νββ-decay experiments.
According to our model, the leptonic Dirac CP-violating

phase is vanishing. In view of the current experimental
trend, it could get into tension with the observations. The
latest fit of the neutrino oscillation experimental data by
the Valencia group, Ref. [8], indicates a nonvanishing
CP-violating phase at the 1σ (less than 2σ) level for the
normal (inverted) neutrino mass hierarchy. The Bali group
in their fits claims slightly larger significance, but also
below the 3σ level [99]. Thus, with the current experimental
significance, essentially below than the golden 5σ, our
model is not yet in trouble with the CP. On the other hand,
we are aware of the necessity of reconsidering this aspect of
our approach, which will be done elsewhere.
In the last section of this paper, we studied the compat-

ibility of our model with certain physical conditions
expected from a plausible GUT model. Among them we
considered the gauge coupling unification, the proton
stability constraints, the smallness of the active neutrino
masses, and nontrivial LHC phenomenology. Towards this
end, we specified the simplest benchmark models of the
non-SM particle spectrum lighter than the GUT scale and
which meet these conditions. We examined two of them
and found that they may give rise to observable signals at
the LHC, as well as contain a viable scalar CDM particle
candidate. In order to account for the observed DM relic
abundance in the Universe, the latter imposes certain
constraints on the model parameter space. From this DM
condition we found, in particular, the lower limits in the
mass of the seesaw type-III mediator (mS), for the two
simple benchmark models analyzed in the paper. It is worth
noting thatModel (1) is manifestly falsifiable, as seen from
Fig. 1. A relatively small improvement of the proton decay
lifetime lower limit up to ∼6 × 1015 GeV would reject
the model.
Various aspects of the adjoint SUð5Þ scenario have been

studied in the literature [41,43,100]. In Refs. [41,43], the

fact that ρ3 is the lightest field in the 24 offers a viable way
to understand the baryogenesis via leptogenesis. In this
work, we also considered the field ρ3 as the lightest
component of the 24, and therefore the baryogenesis can
be accomplished in our model in the same way. Note also
that in this mechanism [100], the decays of the ρ3 create a
lepton asymmetry, which then is converted in a baryon
asymmetry by the sphalerons. Imposing the condition of
the successful leptogenesis and for the normal hierarchy of
neutrinos, one finds that the mass of ρ3 should be large,
which is in agreement with the large ρ3 mass values
predicted in the present paper.
Finally, as was previously noticed in Ref. [43], the mass

of ρ8 must be heavier than 106 GeV–107 GeV in order to
satisfy the constraints from the big bang nucleosynthesis
for the GUT scales larger than 3 × 1015 GeV. This con-
dition is also consistent with our results, where the mass of
this field is set around the GUT scale.
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APPENDIX A: THE PRODUCT RULES FOR T7

The group T7 is the minimal non-Abelian discrete
group having a complex triplet. The discrete group T7

has 21 elements and 5 irreps—i.e., one triplet 3, one
antitriplet 3, and three singlets 10, 11 and 12 [12].
Furthermore, the T7 group is a subgroup of SUð3Þ
and Δð3N2Þ with N ¼ 7 and is isomorphic to
Z7 ⋊ Z3. The triplet and antitriplet irreducible represen-
tations can be defined as follows [12]:

3≡
0
B@

x1
x2
x4

1
CA; 3≡

0
B@

x−1
x−2
x−4

1
CA ¼

0
B@

x6
x5
x3

1
CA: ðA1Þ

The triplet and antitriplet T7 tensor irreducible represen-
tations satisfy the following product rules:

0
B@

x1
x2
x4

1
CA

3

⊗

0
B@

y1
y2
y4

1
CA

3

¼

0
B@

x2y4
x4y1
x1y2

1
CA

3

⊕

0
B@

x4y2
x1y4
x2y1

1
CA

3

⊕

0
B@

x4y4
x1y1
x2y2

1
CA

3

; ðA2Þ
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0
B@

x6
x5
x3

1
CA

3

⊗

0
B@

y6
y5
y3

1
CA

3

¼

0
B@

x5y3
x3y6
x6y5

1
CA

3

⊕

0
B@

x3y5
x6y3
x5y6

1
CA

3

⊕

0
B@

x3y3
x6y6
x5y5

1
CA

3

; ðA3Þ

0
B@

x1
x2
x4

1
CA

3

⊗

0
B@

y6
y5
y3

1
CA

3

¼

0
B@

x2y6
x4y5
x1y3

1
CA

3

⊕

0
B@

x1y5
x2y3
x4y6

1
CA

3

⊕
X

k¼0;1;2

ðx1y6 þ ωkx2y5 þ ω2kx4y3Þ1k : ðA4Þ

Whereas the tensor products between singlets are given
by the relations

ðxÞ10ðyÞ10 ¼ ðxÞ11ðyÞ12 ¼ ðxÞ12ðyÞ11 ¼ ðxyÞ10 ;
ðxÞ11ðyÞ11 ¼ ðxyÞ12 ;
ðxÞ12ðyÞ12 ¼ ðxyÞ11 ; ðA5Þ

the product rules between triplets and singlets read

ðyÞ1k ⊗

0
B@

x1ð6Þ
x2ð5Þ
x4ð3Þ

1
CA

3ð3̄Þ

¼

0
B@

yx1ð6Þ
yx2ð5Þ
yx4ð3Þ

1
CA

3ð3̄Þ

: ðA6Þ

where ω ¼ ei
2π
3 . The representation 10 is trivial, while the

nontrivial 11 and 12 are complex conjugate to each other.
Some reviews of discrete symmetries in particle physics
can be found in Refs. [11,12,39,101].

APPENDIX B: ON THE UNIVERSALITY
OF YUKAWA COUPLINGS

The aforementioned scheme of approximate universality
of dimensionless couplings can be justified by adding an
extra Z24 symmetry and four SUð5Þ scalar singlets,
assigned as T7 trivial singlets, as well as by setting their
VEVs to be equal to λΛ, with λ ¼ 0.225, one of the
Wolfenstein parameters, and Λ being our model cutoff. One
of the four SUð5Þ scalar singlets, namely S, can be assumed
to have the same Z12 charge as the scalar field σ of our
model and can also be made charged under the new Z24

symmetry and neutral under the remaining cyclic

symmetries. The remaining three SUð5Þ scalar singlets,
namely Δi ði ¼ 1; 2; 3Þ, can be assumed to be only charged
under the new Z24 symmetry. These four new scalar fields
will transform under the Z24 symmetry as follows:

S → e−i
π
6S; Δ1 → iΔ1;

Δ2 → ei
π
3Δ2; Δ3 → ei

π
4Δ3: ðB1Þ

The aforementioned Z24 charge assignments will generate
the following Z24 neutral combinations of the new scalar
fields:

S6Δ2
1; S4Δ2

2; S3Δ2
3: ðB2Þ

These Z24 neutral combinations will give rise to the
following Yukawa operators invariant under the sym-
metries of the model:

εijklpΨð1Þ
ij H

ð2Þ
p Ψð1Þ

kl
S6Δ2

1

Λ8
;

εijklpΨð2Þ
ij H

ð3Þ
p Ψð2Þ

kl
S4Δ2

2

Λ6
;

εijklpΨð1Þ
ij H

ð3Þ
p Ψð3Þ

kl
S3Δ2

3

Λ5
;

εijklpΨð3Þ
ij H

ð3Þ
p Ψð1Þ

kl
S3Δ2

3

Λ5
: ðB3Þ

The first two aforementioned Yukawa operators will
contribute to the 11 and 22 entries of the up-type quark
mass matrix, whereas the last two operators will contribute
to the 13 and 31 entries. These new contributions will be
proportional to λ8, λ6, and λ5, respectively, and thus will
introduce deviations from the exact universality in the
dimensionless Yukawa couplings. These aforementioned
contributions will correspond to the first-order term in the λ
expansion of the expressions given in Eq. (41).

APPENDIX C: SIMPLE BENCHMARK MODELS

The contributions to the Δb0 coefficients for each field in
the 5s, 24s, 45s, and 24f reps are shown in Table IV. In
Table V, the configurations which generate neutrino mass in
agreement with the mechanism described in Sec. III are
shown. Each particle content, added to the SM, lead to
“SMþ X” configurations unifying gauge couplings almost
equal to or better than the MSSM—i.e, each one of the
simplest configurations satisfies α−12 ðmGÞ − α−11 ðmGÞ ≲
α−12MSSMðmGÞ − α−11MSSMðmGÞ and 3 × 1015 GeV≲ mG ≤
1018 GeV in order to obtain proton lifetimes allowed by
the actual experimental bounds.
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